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KEY=HITMAN - GATES ZION
LAST BREATH
Berkley Regan: I never really knew what misery was until the day I was
kidnapped and sold for being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Two
months later, I'm at a brothel in Rio when I meet Daniel Hays. He says he's
here to save me, but can I trust him? I know it's wrong to fall in love with
him, but I can't seem to help myself. Daniel: For the last eighteen months,
one goal has dictated every action I've taken. In every brothel I raid and
every human traﬃcking truck I stop, I hope the next face I ﬁnd is my
sister's. In a hidden brothel in Rio, I ﬁnd Regan Porter, bruised but not
broken, and still sane despite her weeks in captivity. I should leave her
behind or send her home, because the last thing either of us needs right
now is to get involved.

LAST HIT
Penguin From two bestselling authors—the ﬁrst in a deliciously bold new
series that takes readers to the most dangerous edge of desire . . . Nikolai:
I have been a contract killer since I was a boy. For years I savored the fear
caused by my name, the trembling at the sight of my tattoos. The stars on
my knees, the marks on my ﬁngers, the dagger in my neck, all spoke of
danger. If you saw my eyes, it was the last vision you’d have. I have ever
been the hunter, never the prey. With her, I am the mark and I am ready to
lie down and let her capture me. Opening my small, scarred heart to her
brings out my enemies. I will carry out one last hit, but if they hurt her, I
will bring the world down around their ears. Daisy: I’ve been sheltered
from the outside world all my life. Home-schooled and farm-raised, I’m so
naive that my best friend calls me Pollyanna. I like to believe the best
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about people. Nikolai is part of this new life, and he’s terrifying to me. Not
because his eyes are cold or my friend warns me away from him, but
because he’s the only man who has ever seen the real me beneath the
awkwardness. With him, my heart is at risk . . . and also, my life.

LAST HIT: RELOADED
NOVELLA
Penguin With their explosively sexy novels, the bestselling authors of Last
Breath, Last Kiss, and Last Hit have proven themselves “a force to be
reckoned with.”* Now comes an all-new to-die-for novella in their
acclaimed Hitman series… There was a time when Nick loved the fear he
instilled in his enemies. His tattoos alone promised danger, but it was the
look in his eyes that delivered on it. A contract killer since he was just a
boy, Nick has now forged a new life—and a new identity—with the woman
who followed him, captured him, and changed him. He terriﬁed Daisy.
Once. But she couldn’t resist, and she ignored every warning. It paid oﬀ.
Now she’s part of a new beginning, a fresh start in America helping him to
leave behind a reckless and violent past as a professional killer. But the
past is never easy to outrun, especially when so much of it thrives on
revenge. A new threat has emerged from the shadows, and now Nick and
Daisy have no choice but to rely on Nick’s killer skills to protect them from
everything they’ve tried so hard to escape. Includes a bonus excerpt from
Last Kiss. Praise for the Hitman novels: “Sexy, thrilling romantic
suspense.”—Smexy Books “Will have you reading the pages quicker than
you can turn them.”—*A Love Aﬀair with Books “It appears as if there is
nothing these ladies can’t write about.”—The Muses’ Circle “Read this
series…It’s one of a kind and you won’t regret it.”—All Romance Reviews
Jessica Clare is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of
the Hitman novels which include Last Hit, Last Breath, and Last Kiss. She
also writes under the names Jessica Sims, and Jill Myles. She lives in a
teeny tiny town in North Texas that has no Starbucks, which is a cruel and
unusual punishment. She spends her time with her husband, pets, and
Keurig. Because, coﬀee. Jen Frederick is the USA Today bestselling author
of the Woodlands series as well as the Hitman series. She lives with her
husband, child, and one rambunctious dog. She's been reading stories all
her life but never imagined writing one of her own.

HEART AND SEOUL
Penguin One woman learns that the price of belonging is often steeper
than expected in this heart-wrenching yet hopeful romantic novel and ﬁrst
in the Seoul duology by USA Today bestselling author Jen Frederick. As a
Korean adoptee, Hara Wilson doesn’t need anyone telling her she looks
diﬀerent from her white parents. She knows. Every time Hara looks in the
mirror, she’s reminded that she doesn’t look like anyone else in her
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family—not her loving mother, Ellen; not her jerk of a father, Pat; and
certainly not like Pat’s new wife and new “real” son. At the age of twentyﬁve, she thought she had come to terms with it all, but when her father
suddenly dies, an oﬀhand comment at his funeral triggers an identity crisis
that has her running oﬀ to Seoul in search of her roots. What Hara ﬁnds
there has all the makings of a classic K-drama: a tall, mysterious stranger
who greets her at the airport, spontaneous adventures across the city, and
a mess of familial ties, along with a red string of destiny that winds its way
around her, heart and soul. Hara goes to Korea looking for answers, but
what she gets instead is love—a forbidden love that will either welcome
Hara home…or destroy her chance of ﬁnding one.

BEAUTY DATES THE BEAST
Simon and Schuster WANTED Single human female to join charming,
wealthy, single male were-cougar for a night of romantic fun—and maybe
more. Me: The tall, sensuous, open-minded leader of my clan. You: A
deliciously curvy virgin who’s intimately familiar with what goes bump in
the night. Must not be afraid of a little tail. Prefer a woman who’s open to
exploring her animal nature. Interest in nighttime walks through the woods
a plus. My turn-ons include protecting you from the worst the supernatural
world has to oﬀer. Ready for an adventure? Give me a call. Vampires and
doppelgangers need not apply.

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF AN ALPHA MALE
Penguin Tracking down a missing young woman from a privileged family,
survivalist and ex-Marine Colt Waggoner resolves to teach the spoiled but
alluring blonde a lesson and proceeds to seduce her during a weekend in
the wilderness. Original. 25,000 ﬁrst printing.

TAKE ME UNDER
Penguin Ben Hudson had a thing for shy, sexy Reese Monroe from the
moment he ﬁrst saw her three years ago. Back then, she was married and
living in Boston—two very good reasons for the Miami detective with a badboy reputation to stay away. But that was then… Now Reese is divorced
and moving to Florida, where her mother has rented her a small beach
house—one that happens to be owned by Ben. Living right next door, he
can’t get Reese’s soft curves out of his mind. He has waited three long
years to touch her in all the ways he’s been dreaming about, and this time
he won’t let anything get in his way. For Reese, Ben’s sudden advances are
thrilling but leave her stunned. With her limited experience in the
bedroom, she never expected a man with such a wicked reputation to go
after her. She knows she should be on guard, but he’s a temptation she
can’t resist. And when trouble follows her down from Boston, threatening
her life, Ben may be the only one who can help her. FIRST IN A NEW SERIES
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BREATH
A NOVEL
Farrar, Straus and Giroux Now a Major Motion Picture, Starring Simon
Baker, Elizabeth Debicki, and Richard Roxburgh Breath is a story of risk, of
learning one's limits by challenging death. On the wild, lonely coast of
Western Australia, two thrill-seeking teenage boys fall under the spell of a
veteran big-wave surfer named Sando. Their mentor urges them into a
regiment of danger and challenge, and the boys test themselves and each
other on storm swells and over shark-haunted reefs. The boys give no
thought to what they could lose, or to the demons that drive their mentor
on into ever-greater danger. Venturing beyond all caution--in sports,
relationships, and sex--each character approaches a point from which none
of them will return undamaged.

GO HEX YOURSELF
Penguin One of… Amazon’s Best Romances of April Goodreads’ Most
Anticipated April Romances BookRiot’s Best Books of the Week PopSugar’s
Romance Novels for When You Need a Little Spice Culturess’ April Romance
to Have on Your Spring TBR It’s one hex of an attraction in this romantic
comedy from New York Times bestselling author Jessica Clare. When
Reggie Johnson answers a job ad in the paper, she’s astonished to ﬁnd that
she’s not applying to work at her favorite card game, Spellcraft: The
Magicking. Instead, she’s applying to be an actual familiar for an actual
witch. As in, real magic. The new job has a few perks - great room and
board, excellent pay, and she's apprenticing to a powerful witch. Sure, the
witch is a bit eccentric. And sure, there was that issue with the black cat
Reggie would prefer to forget about. The biggest problem, however, is
warlock Ben Magnus, her employer's nephew and the most arrogant,
insuﬀerable, maddening man to ever cast a spell. Reggie absolutely hates
him. He's handsome, but he's also bossy and irritating and orders her
around. Ben's butt might look great in a crystal ball vision, but that's as far
as it goes. But when someone with a vendetta targets the household, she
ﬁnds herself working with Ben to break a deadly curse. Apparently, when
they're not ﬁghting like cats and dogs, things get downright...bewitching.

STRANDED WITH A BILLIONAIRE
Penguin The Billionaire Boys Club is a secret society of six men who have
vowed success – at any cost. Not all of them are old money, but all of them
are incredibly wealthy. They’re just not always as successful when it comes
to love… Billionaire Logan Hawkings needs a vacation. He’s had a rough
time after the death of his father and the betrayal of his ﬁancée. But with a
visit to a recent business acquisition—a private island resort in the
Bahamas—he has a chance to mend his broken heart. When a hurricane
blows in, a misplaced passport and a stalled elevator bring Logan together
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with an unusual woman named Bronte. She’s unlike anyone he’s ever
met—down to earth, incredibly sensual, and even quotes Plato. She also
has no clue that he’s rich… Bronte Dawson, a waitress from the Midwest, is
stranded with the hotel’s domineering yet sexy manager Logan. What’s the
harm in a little ﬂing when it’s just the two of them, alone in paradise? But
after several steamy island nights in Logan’s arms, Bronte’s ready to give
her heart—and her body—to the man in charge. But she soon discovers
there’s more to Logan than he’s told her…a billion times more. Now,
Bronte’s caught in a whirlwind aﬀair with one of the world’s most powerful
men. But can their love endure their diﬀerences or will it all just blow over?
Love. Sex. Money. Want more? Look out for the next steamy title in the
Billionaire Boys Club series from Jessica Clare, coming from InterMix.

ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS IS A COWBOY
Penguin A surly cowboy falls head over heels in love when a woman in need
stumbles onto his property right before Christmas in this all-new romance
from "New York Times"-bestselling author Clare. Original.

THE DAILY SHOW (THE BOOK)
AN ORAL HISTORY AS TOLD BY JON STEWART, THE
CORRESPONDENTS, STAFF AND GUESTS
Grand Central Publishing NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete,
uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart,
as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen
years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redeﬁned the borders
between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news
coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most signiﬁcant
comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23
Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and
camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary
host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha
Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as
Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle
to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only
comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an
ability to eﬀect real change in the world. Through years of incisive election
coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton,
feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and
racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the ﬁrst
time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to
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share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks,
romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and oﬀ the set of one of
America's most groundbreaking shows.

DEADLY CHEMISTRY
Entangled: Ignite Former undercover cop Mike Gibson has been lying low,
working as a maintenance man to put his troubled younger brother
through college. But when a beautiful scientist enlists Mike's help to repair
the damage done to her lab by a group of vandals, Mike ﬁnds that his, and
his brother's pasts, are about to be brought to light. Lauren Kane was
happy having a secret crush on the hot maintenance man at Tucker
University, but when the drug she was studying is stolen, Lauren has a
chance to get to know Mike in person. The problem is, he seems to know
more about what's going on than any maintenance man should. But then
the drug turns up in the wrong hands, and Mike and Lauren have to decide
if their own chemistry will help, or hinder, the race to save innocent lives.

THE BILLIONAIRE AND THE VIRGIN
A BILLIONAIRES AND BRIDESMAIDS NOVEL
Penguin From the New York Times bestselling author of the Billionaire Boys
Club novels comes a sizzling series that pairs rich men looking for
romances with some very lucky ladies in waiting… Waitress Marjorie
Ivarsson is the picture of naiveté. Raised by her grandmother, she’d rather
go to bingo than go dancing. But when she’s asked to be a bridesmaid in
her friend Bronte’s destination wedding, she ﬁnds herself venturing into
new and exciting territory. The wedding is set on the billionaire groom’s
private island and Marjorie is fascinated by all the new people she’s
meeting. Most fascinating of all is the man she saves from almost drowning
in the blue waters of the island lagoon. She might even have a bit of a
crush on him. Unfortunately, she’s not the only girl who ﬁnds him so
intriguing. Hot shot television producer Robert Cannon has a reputation for
womanizing, drinking, and partying to excess. They couldn’t be more
wrong for each other...so why are they constantly drawn together like
magnets? Praise for the Billionaire Boys Club novels “Blazing hot.”—USA
Today “A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen “Great storytelling…delightful
reading…It’s fun and oh so hot.”—Kirkus Reviews New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Jessica Clare writes under three pen names. As
Jessica Clare, she writes erotic contemporary romances, including the
Billionaire Boys Club novels and the Animal Magnetism novels. As Jessica
Sims, she writes fun, sexy shifter paranormals, and as Jill Myles, she writes
a little bit of everything, from sexy, comedic urban fantasy to fairy tales
gone wrong.
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DOWNED
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform He's the guy no one likes...
Despite winning two national championships, JR "Ace" Anderson was sent
packing from his old school after losing the trust of his coach. At Southern
U, he has a second chance to prove that his college legacy isn't endless
debauchery and selﬁshness. But his reputation precedes him, and his
teammates oﬀer a chilly welcome in the locker room. The one person who
is willing to accept him is the very woman he should stay away from-his
new coach's daughter. She's the girl everyone loves... Bryant Johnson's
only goal in life is to make others happy, even at her own expense. One
look at her father's new star quarterback, and she knows that Ace is her
next project. With a reputation for being a "jerk whisperer", Bryant has
spent her last three years at college reforming sorry behavior and turning
bad boys into the best boyfriends ever. In Ace, though, she's met with
surly resistance and a sizzling attraction she doesn't expect. Fixing this
wounded warrior will be her biggest challenge yet. Not falling for him will
be even harder. Between her big heart and his damaged one, a battle is
ensuing. In this game of love, every defense will crumble.

KNOT AGAIN
Penguin One of... USA Today's Best Rom-Coms of July Shondaland's Best
Books of July BookRiot's Best Romance Novels of July Sometimes ﬁreman
Lucas Strong feels like he can only ﬁnd any peace and quiet at the local
laundromat, where every day is rinse and repeat — until a fateful run-in
with his high school crush. Hoping to attract more customers to his
family’s knitting shop, Lucas Strong participated in an FDNY charity
calendar and accidentally became a local celebrity. The only place he can
ﬁnd solace is Scrubs—a 24/7 laundromat where he can disappear for a
couple of hours. But Lucas’s soapy sanctuary is shaken by an inquisitive
little girl with a late-night interest in knitting, whose mother is his old
school crush. Sydney Harris knows that Harlem is like any other small
town, and everyone is probably whispering about how she left such a good
man—and a good life—behind to wash and fold laundry by the pound. If
only they knew the truth. But Sydney will always put her daughter’s
happiness ﬁrst, even if that means moving back to Harlem and facing her
past. What Sydney never expected was to see Lucas again. A longforgotten attraction kicks into high gear as Lucas and Sydney start to
spend time together at the laundromat, and they must decide if this is true
love or just an infatuation, thin and fragile as a soap bubble.

THE GUEST LIST
Zebra Books Abby Michaels is delighted as her ﬁrst book is published,
surgery removes a scarring birthmark, she ﬁnds a new man, and she is
reunited with her sister, but secrets from the past and an unknown enemy
could destroy her happiness.
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LOCH (THE POWERS THAT BE, BOOK 3)
Harper Bentley

BEGGING FOR IT
Penguin The provocative author of Asking for It once again explores the
dark side of erotic obsession, and the secrets that make it as dangerous as
it is irresistible. Some secrets should only be shared in the dark. Jonah and
Vivienne’s erotic bond—living out raw scenarios of captivity and
force—began as no-strings sex between strangers who shared the same
desires. Now the intimacy between them is turning into love, but it’s a love
built on fantasies so extreme that exploring them makes guilt inescapable.
But the risks they're taking are far more dangerous than they'd imagined.
A stalker is terrorizing the city, and one of Jonah’s ex-lovers names him as
a potential suspect to the police. Standing by a man under suspicion could
cost Vivienne everything. But when Jonah’s stepfather takes advantage of
the scandal to seize control of the Marks family fortune, Vivienne is drawn
into her lover’s broken family and twisted past. Only then will she learn
how dark the truth really is...

HOT SUMMER NIGHTS
Penguin Passions ignite in these all-new stories from four bestselling
masters of contemporary romance… In Jaci Burton’s “Hope Smolders,”
struggling divorcee Jane has put her personal life on hold to raise her
kids—until she runs into Will, her ex’s former best friend, who convinces
her it’s time to start having fun again. Carly Phillips takes you back to the
town of Serendipity, where overworked Alexa has an instant connection
with a sinfully sexy football star on the dance ﬂoor. A one-night stand
evolves into multiple nights when Luke decides to teach the good doctor
about his own brand of fun. But when it’s time for him to leave town, will
these “Perfect Strangers” be able to say goodbye for good? In Jessica
Clare’s “Legend of Jane,” an intrepid Bloggess catches the eye of local law
enforcement when she gets caught trespassing. Luckily, Luanne wouldn’t
mind getting handcuﬀed by Oﬃcer Hotness… Single girl Chelsea is tired of
feeling like the ﬁfth wheel on her weekend jaunt to Lake Placid, until she
gets stuck out in the cold and ﬁnds a muscular knight in shining armor to
warm her up—in Erin McCarthy’s “Ice Princess.”

ALONG THE SHORE
Daﬁna Set on a charming North Carolina island, the latest novel in National
bestselling author Rochelle Alers’ unforgettable, heartfelt Book Club series
tells of one woman whose past comes calling—even as a new beginning
beckons . . . Cherie Renee Thompson is ﬁnally ready to dive into change.
After two summers vacationing on Coates Island, she’s now a permanent
resident, studying to be a teacher, and has formed invaluable friendships
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with two remarkable women, Kayana and Leah. Their summer book club,
which meets weekly at the Seaside Café, has taught Cherie to seize the
day. And as the ex-mistress of a powerful politician consistently unable to
commit, Cherie is determined not to waste any more time—or try romance
again . . . When Cherie meets new sheriﬀ and ex-army veteran Reese
Matthews, there’s an immediate, undeniable spark between them. For his
part, Reese has survived ongoing loss and believes that Cherie is as open
and uncomplicated as she appears—until her former ﬂame returns. Free of
his responsibilities, he’s oﬀering Cherie the luxurious life he always
promised . . . Now, in a summer of glowing potential, tranquil days, and
book club meetings ﬁlled with insight and caring, Cherie must weigh past
dreams against new chances, search her heart for what’s real—and what
will fulﬁll her most. “Mature, realistic protagonists, a plethora of family
and friends, and a well-researched and thoughtful story that skillfully
straddles the line between romance and women’s ﬁction beautifully sets
the stage for this fascinating series to come.” —Library Journal on The
Inheritance

DRUMS OF AUTUMN (25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION)
A NOVEL
Delacorte Press A gorgeously designed collector's edition of the fourth
book in #1 New York Times bestselling author Diana Gabaldon's
sensational Outlander series, featuring exclusive bonus material to
celebrate the twenty-ﬁfth anniversary of its original publication. What if
you knew someone you loved was going to die? What if you thought you
could save them? How much would you risk to try? Claire Randall has gone
to ﬁnd Jamie Fraser, the man she loved more than life, and has left half her
heart behind with their daughter, Brianna. Claire gave up Jamie to save
Brianna, and now Bree has sent her mother back to the mysterious Scottish
warrior who was willing to give his life to save them both. But a chilling
discovery in the pages of history suggests that Jamie and Claire's story
doesn't have a happy ending. Brianna dares a terrifying leap into the
unknown in search of her mother and the father she has never met, risking
her own future to try to change history . . . and to save their lives. But as
Brianna plunges into an uncharted wilderness, a heartbreaking encounter
may strand her forever in the past . . . or root her in the place she should
be, where her heart and soul belong. In this breathtaking novel, rich in
history and adventure, #1 New York Times bestselling author Diana
Gabaldon continues the story of Claire Randall and Jamie Fraser that
started with the now-classic novel Outlander and continued in Dragonﬂy in
Amber and Voyager. Once again spanning continents and centuries,
Gabaldon has created a work of sheer brilliance, and in this special
anniversary edition readers will enjoy a never-before-seen reading guide
unique to this stunning collector's volume.
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THE SECRET OF BOW LANE
Penguin In Victorian-era London, amateur sleuth and cook Kat Holloway
must solve a murder to claim an inheritance she didn’t know she had in a
riveting new historical mystery from the New York Times bestselling author
of Death at the Crystal Palace A stranger who appears on Kat's doorstep
turns out to be one Charlotte Bristow, legal wife of Joe Bristow, the man
Kat once believed herself married to—who she thought died at sea twelve
years ago. Kat is jolted by Charlotte’s claims that not only was Joe
murdered, but he had amassed a small fortune before he died. Charlotte
makes the cook an oﬀer she cannot refuse—if Kat can discover the identity
of Joe's murderer, Charlotte will give her a share of the fortune Joe left
behind. With the help of Daniel McAdam, her attractive and charismatic
conﬁdante, Kat plunges into her own past to investigate. When it becomes
apparent that the case of Joe’s death goes far deeper than simple,
opportunistic theft, Kat and Daniel's relationship is put to the test, and Kat
herself comes under scrutiny as her connection to Joe is uncovered. She
must race to catch the real killer before she loses her job and possibly her
life.

BEYOND CONVERGENCE
WORLD WITHOUT ORDER
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The world order built upon
the Peace of Westphalia is faltering. State fragility or failure are endemic,
with no fewer than one-third of the states in the United Nations earning a
"high warning"-or worse-in the Fragile States Index, and an equal number
suﬀering a decline in sustainability over the past decade.1 State weakness
invites a range of illicit actors, including international terrorists, globally
networked insurgents, and transnational criminal organizations (TCOs).
The presence and operations of these entities keep states weak and
incapable of eﬀective governance, and limit the possibility of fruitful
partnerships with the United States and its allies. Illicit organizations and
their networks fuel corruption, eroding state legitimacy among the
governed, and sowing doubt that the state is a genuine guardian of the
public interest. These networks can penetrate the state, leading to state
capture, and even criminal sovereignty.2 A growing number of weak and
corrupt states is creating gaping holes in the global rule-based system of
states that we depend on for our security and prosperity. Indeed, the
chapters of this book suggest the emergence of a highly adaptive and
parasitic alternative ecosystem, based on criminal commerce and extreme
violence, with little regard for what we commonly conceive of as the public
interest or the public good. The last 10 years have seen unprecedented
growth in interactivity between and among a wide range of illicit networks,
as well as the emergence of hybrid organizations that use methods
characteristic of both terrorist and criminal groups. In a convergence of
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interests, terrorist organizations collaborate with cartels, and traﬃcking
organizations collude with insurgents. International terrorist organizations,
such as al-Qaeda and Hezbollah, engage energetically in transnational
crime to raise funds for their operations. Prominent criminal organizations
like Los Zetas in Mexico and D-Company in Pakistan have adopted the
symbolic violence of terrorists-the propaganda of the deed-to secure their
"turf." And networked insurgents, such as the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL), the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), and the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), have adopted the techniques of
both crime and terror.

ASKING FOR IT
Penguin Graduate student Vivienne Charles is afraid and ashamed of her
own fantasies: being taken by force by a man who will claim her
completely. When the mysterious Jonah Marks learns her secret, he makes
a stunning oﬀer: they will remain near-strangers and meet in secret so that
he can fulﬁl her fantasies. Their arrangement is twisted. The sex is
incredible. And soon their emotions are bound together as tightly as the
rope around Vivienne's wrists. But the secrets in their pasts threaten to
take their arrangement down an even darker path.

NICO
A MAFIA ROMANCE
St. Martin's Paperbacks A dangerous proposal In Nico, the ﬁrst book in the
Ruin & Revenge series by New York Times bestselling author Sarah
Castille, Las Vegas Maﬁa boss, Nico Toscani, is used to getting what he
wants, whether it is having the City of Sin under his rule or a beautiful
woman in his bed. But when he meets his match in the gorgeous,
headstrong Mia Cordano, the daughter of a rival crime lord, all bets are oﬀ.
. . Sexy computer hacker, Mia, struggles to break free of her ruthless
father’s Maﬁa ties...but she can’t resist the powerful and seductive Nico,
who will stop at nothing to possess her. With their families locked in a
brutal war for control of the city, Mia and Nico enter into a forbidden game.
Will they surrender to the passion that burns between them—and risk
tearing apart their families? Or will Nico be forced to betray the only
woman who sets his blood on ﬁre?

BEAUTY AND THE BILLIONAIRE: THE WEDDING
Penguin In this all-new novella in the New York Times bestselling series,
Hunter and Gretchen are ﬁnally tying the knot—but their wedding may not
be the easy fairy tale they’ve dreamed of... Someone's out to ruin
Gretchen's happy-ever-after on the eve before the big day. Can she trust
Hunter, the man she's given her heart to? And can she rely on her sister
Daphne (the least reliable person of all!) to help her salvage things? Or is
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this marriage going to go down in ﬂames before Gretchen and Hunter ever
get to the altar? Includes a sneak peek of Dirty Money, ﬁrst in Clare’s
brand new Roughneck Billionaires series. Praise for the Billionaire Boys
Club Novels “Blazing hot.”—USA Today “A fast, sexy read.”—Fiction Vixen
“Great storytelling…delightful reading…It’s fun and oh so hot.”—Kirkus
Reviews

THE CHARLOTTE CHRONICLES
Charlotte and Nathan were supposed to be forever. They grew up together.
Their families were intertwined. Charlotte was Nathan's ﬁrst love. Nathan
was Charlotte's ﬁrst everything. Until they weren't. How do you hold on to
the person you know in your heart you are supposed to be with when
everything and everyone in the universe is telling you it's over?How many
times does a heart break?When is enough.....enough? How long is forever?

DIRTY MONEY: ROUGHNECK BILLIONAIRES 1
Hachette UK Southern Texas heats up when four roughneck billionaires set
their sights on love, beginning with Dirty Money. Fans of J.S. Scott, Louise
Bay and Melody Anne - prepare to be dazzled by Jessica Clare's Roughneck
Billionaires. Boone Price and his brothers know oil; at least, the dirty,
backbreaking side of working an oil rig. But when their scrubby, worthless
hunting land turns out to be sitting on top of one of the biggest oil wells in
North America, they go from the rig to the boardroom and end up
billionaires practically overnight. Now with enough money to do whatever
he wants, Boone is developing a taste for ﬁne things. And the ﬁnest thing
he's ever seen is Ivy Smithﬁeld, local realtor. Boone's determined to buy
her aﬀection and show the world that he's more than just a dirty fool with
a bit of money. Ivy's classy and beautiful - she'll make the perfect trophy
wife. The fact that she's sexy and funny is just a bonus. There's one tiny
problem - Ivy's as dirt poor as Boone is. Her carefully crafted veneer of
luxury? All an act to promote her business. What's Boone going to do when
he ﬁnds out the woman he's falling for is, well, in his league? Want more
irresistible romance? Look for Jessica'rest of Billionaire Boys Club titles,
starting with Stranded With A Billionaire, as well as the sizzling spinoﬀ
series, Billionaires and Bridesmaids, starting with The Billionaire And The
Virgin.

SET ON YOU
Penguin One of... Amazon's Best Romances of 2022 So Far Bustle's Most
Anticipated Books of May Goodreads' Most Anticipated May Romances
SheReads' Best Romance Books Coming in 2022 A gym nemesis pushes a
ﬁtness inﬂuencer to the max in Amy Lea’s steamy debut romantic comedy.
Curvy ﬁtness inﬂuencer Crystal Chen built her career shattering gym
stereotypes and mostly ignoring the trolls. After her recent breakup, she
has little stamina left for men, instead ﬁnding solace in the gym – her place
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of power and positivity. Enter ﬁreﬁghter Scott Ritchie, the smug new gym
patron who routinely steals her favorite squat rack. Sparks ﬂy as these
ultra-competitive foes battle for gym domination. But after a series of
escalating jabs, the last thing they expect is to run into each other at their
grandparents' engagement party. In the lead up to their grandparents'
wedding, Crystal discovers there’s a soft heart under Scott’s muscled
exterior. Bonding over family, ﬁtness, and cheesy pick-up lines, they just
might have found her swolemate. But when a photo of them goes viral,
savage internet trolls put their budding relationship to the ultimate test of
strength.

WANT YOU
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Bitsy I might be only
nineteen, but I know what I want. It's Leka Moore. I don't care that he took
me in when he was barely more than a kid himself. I don't care that he
raised me. I don't care everyone thinks being with him is wrong. I know we
belong together, and the only person I need to convince is him. Leka I
found her in the corner of a dark alley. If I hadn't taken her with me, she
would've died that night-or maybe worse. Before I knew it, she became the
light in my dark life, the haven from the madness. I watched her grow up. I
tried to teach her right from wrong. Now that she's an adult, I'm feeling
things that no good man should ever feel. But then...I've never been a
good man. I have a chance at redemption by saving her from the greatest
danger of all-me.

SEOULMATES
Penguin One of Amazon's Best Romances of January 2022! A KoreanAmerican adoptee ﬁghts to be with the one she loves while coming to
terms with her new identity in this enthralling romantic drama and sequel
to Heart and Seoul by USA Today bestselling author Jen Frederick. When
Hara Wilson lands in Seoul to ﬁnd her birth mother, she doesn’t plan on
falling in love with the ﬁrst man she lays eyes on, but Choi Yujun is
irresistible. If his broad shoulders and dimples weren’t enough, Choi Yujun
is the most genuine, decent, gorgeous guy to exist. Too bad he’s also her
stepbrother. Fate brought her to the Choi doorstep but the gift of family
comes with burdens. A job in her mother’s company has perks of endless
company dinners and super resentful coworkers. A new country means
learning a new language which twenty-ﬁve year old Hara is ﬁnding to be a
Herculean task. A forbidden love means having to choose between her
birth family or Choi Yujun. All Hara wanted was to ﬁnd a place to belong in
this world—but in order to have it all, she’ll have to risk it all.

THE BILLIONAIRE'S FAVORITE MISTAKE
Penguin A hot one night stand between friends might spark true love in the
latest Billionaires and Bridesmaids novel from the New York Times
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bestselling author of Billionaire Takes a Bride. Greer has always been there
for Asher, but she wishes she could break through her shyness and show
how much she truly loves him. But after a steamy, mindless ﬂing at Hunter
and Gretchen’s engagement party, Greer ﬁnds herself tossed aside and
forced to admit that you can’t love someone who doesn’t acknowledge you
exist. It’s a shame he got her pregnant. After his ﬁancée betrayed him and
tanked his business in one fell swoop, Asher has spent his time trying to
rebuild his wealth and forget the past. But he doesn’t understand why
Greer blew him oﬀ after their night together—until he catches a glimpse of
her belly. Now Asher is willing to do whatever it takes to convince Greer
she belongs with him. And he’s very skilled at the art of persuasion. Praise
for the Billionaire Boys Club novels “Great storytelling…delightful
reading…It’s fun and oh so hot.”—Kirkus Reviews “Blazing hot.”—USA
Today

THE BEAST'S BRIDE
CreateSpace When an unfortunate crash down the stairs takes Pippa's life,
her fairy godmother steps in and oﬀers her an otherworldly task. If she can
convince the Beast of another magical reality to marry his Beauty, Pippa
will have a new life and won't spend eternity haunting a parking garage.
Sounds easy, right? Of course, any task assigned by fairy godmother Muﬃn
has its challenges. Belle's kind of a dunce, and the Beast isn't exactly the
cute and cuddly Beast of the movies. But the more time Pippa spends with
him? The more she sees that maybe he's not so beastly on the inside...
How's Pippa supposed to convince Belle to marry the Beast when she
wants him for herself? This fairy tale retelling of Beauty and the Beast
contains a fairy godmother named Muﬃn, a beast in an enchanted castle,
some sexy chess games, and a stepsister who's wicked in all the right
ways.

BRAVING FATE
WARNING MIRACLE
Lulu.com

TEMPT ME WITH DARKNESS
Simon and Schuster He's an immortal knight hungering for satisfaction....
As soon as Marrok sees Olivia Gray's dark windswept hair and burning
violet eyes, he's sure they've met in eons past. He's felt her soft gentle
curves writhing in pleasure beneath his own hard powerful
body...Morganna! For centuries, towering Marrok, once the mightiest of
King Arthur's warriors, has endured a terrible curse cast upon him when he
spurned the witch. She's a modern woman about to discover ancient
magic.... Olivia shares a mystical -- and irresistible -- connection with
brooding Marrok. Soon after the sexy warrior appears in her erotic dreams,
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he abducts her, demanding she uncurse him. Their intense passion is more
powerful -- and intimate -- than either of them has ever known. Olivia may
be the key to unlocking the diary that will break Morganna's hold on his
life. But in the wrong hands, the book also holds the power to destroy all
magickind. As they search for answers, a ruthless wizard returned from
exile is building an army of evil. When he discovers Marrok and Olivia have
the diary, only their love -- with the help of a powerful group of magical
Brethren -- can save them.

UNDEAD AND UNWED
A QUEEN BETSY NOVEL
Penguin First Betsy Taylor loses her job, then she's killed in a car accident.
But what really bites is that she can't seem to stay dead. And now her new
friends have the ridiculous idea that Betsy is the prophesied vampire
queen, and they want her help in overthrowing the most obnoxious powerhungry vampire in ﬁve centuries.

CONVICTION
Nicole Edwards Limited Samantha Kielty only thought she knew who she
was and what she was made of. Until she was oﬀered a position that would
take her from her small oﬃce in San Antonio, Texas to that of her
company’s larger, more upscale headquarters in Dallas, Texas, Sam hadn't
seen anything. Her new boss is not only intensely sexy, he is also about to
show her things she's only read in books. Logan McCoy’s life was steady
going until he set his sights on his new Vice President of Project
Operations. The woman makes his blood boil and makes him want things
he didn't realize he was in search of. Logan only hopes Samantha is
capable of handling his dominating, controlling ways… especially between
the sheets... or in the shower. When Logan and Sam get together, sparks
ﬂy and they bring out each other’s deepest, darkest desires. He will push
Sam past her sexual boundaries, and she will bring out his need to possess
her in every way. But, can they ﬁnd love within the inferno that burns
between them?

REVEALED TO HIM
Montlake Romance Handsome and tough Jake Tanner, a veteran and the
owner of a successful security ﬁrm, never lets his past hold him back.
Despite his prosthetic hand and foot, women swoon over him--and with him
between the sheets. Yet Jake feels bored and restless...until he's hired to
protect a beautiful writer whose life is in terrible danger. Self-imprisoned
by the fear of the anonymous stalkers who threaten her life, video-game
writer Natalie Beck now only dreams of the world outside her pinkbedecked apartment. Trusting people again is oﬀ-limits. But the more time
Jake spends with her, the more his professional commitment evolves from
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simple duty to scorching desire. While deeply sensual sparks ignite
between the two, the danger outside circles closer. Will Jake's intense
devotion be enough to save Natalie? Or will she turn away from the one
man willing to do anything to save her?
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